Evolve’s Sliding Privacy Doors are designed to add privacy and divide space. These innovative sliding doors attach to Evolve Panels and feature telescoping arms which eliminate the need for thresholds, wheels or casters. This door instantly transforms standard workstations and conferencing areas into private meeting spaces.

FEATURES:

- Attaches to Evolve Panels using standard connectors to add privacy or divide space.
- Left (L) or right-handedness (R) is determined by the direction of door movement (from compressed to expanded position), while facing the door on the panel mounted side.
- Painted frame may match any Evolve Standard paint finish, except Steel (STL). The door interior is standard with a louvered acrylic finish.
- Telescoping arms eliminate the need for thresholds, wheels or casters.
- This door is recommended to mount on panels of equal width and intended to be used for openings of equal width.
- Optional sliding door lock is available. Field Installed only.